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• “Report Finds Net-Zero and Ban on Coal, Gas Projects Will Cost Southwest Queensland $47 Billion”
“Australians living in the rural and regional areas of Queensland will be bearing the brunt of the net-
zero agenda and green legal activism, which is putting coal and gas projects at risk of cancellation, 
costing up to an estimated $47 billion, according to a new report.”
www.theepochtimes.com/mkt_app/report-finds-net-zero-and-ban-on-coal-gas-projects-will-cost-
southwest-queensland-47-billion_4925459.html 

• REPORT “Estimating the Employments and Economic Consequences of Net-Zero and Environmental 
Activism in the Darling Downs”
“The policy of net zero emissions by 2050 and the green legal activism that it encourages have come at
a great cost to Australians. They have contributed to escalating electricity prices, increasing cost of 
living pressures, and job insecurity in rural and regional areas. Southwest Queensland, which consists 
of Toowoomba, Darling Downs-Maranoa and immediately adjacent areas, has been and will continue 
to be among the hardest hit.”
ipa.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2022/12/IPA-Report-Estimating-the-Employment-and-Economic-
Consequences-of-Net-Zero-and-Environmental-Activism-in-the-Darling-Downs.pdf 

• BOOK “Grand Solar Minimum: Ice age soon” (Susan Thomas)
“Data from the Ulysses solar mission suggest that a catastrophic fall in the Sun`s output will have 
occurred by the year 2050. If the trajectory continues then it is possible that a cut -off point of no solar 
recovery will be crossed around the year 2040.”
www.amazon.com.au/Grand-Solar-Minimum-Ice-soon-ebook/dp/B07MQG8HKS 
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